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Abstract: Future drought-hazard assessments using standardized indices depend on the period used
to calibrate the probability distributions. This appears to be particularly important in a changing
climate with significant trends in drought-related variables. This study explores the effect of using
different approaches to project droughts, with a focus on changes in drought characteristics (frequency,
duration, time spent in drought, and spatial extent), estimated with a calibration period covering
recent past and future conditions (self-calibrated indices), and another one that only applies recent-
past records (relative indices). The analysis focused on the Iberian Peninsula (IP), a hot-spot region
where climate projections indicate significant changes by the end of this century. To do this, a EURO-
CORDEX multi-model ensemble under RCP8.5 was used to calculate the Standardized Precipitation-
Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) at both 3- and 12-month timescales. The results suggest that
projections of drought characteristics strongly depend on the period used to calibrate the SPEI,
particularly at a 12-month timescale. Overall, differences were larger for the near future when relative
indices indicated more severe droughts. For the distant future, changes were more similar, although
self-calibrated indices revealed more frequent and longer-lasting droughts and the relative ones a
drought worsening associated with extremely prolonged drought events.

Keywords: drought indices; Standardized Precipitation-Evapotranspiration Index; regionalized
projections; EURO-CORDEX; Iberian Peninsula; climate change

1. Introduction

The drought phenomenon is one of the most damaging natural hazards with strong
impacts on humans and ecosystems worldwide. According to the Centre for Research on
the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED), between 2000 and 2019, droughts directly affected,
on average, around 71.3 million people annually, causing 1063 deaths and economic damage
estimated at $6.5 billion each year [1]. Under a changing climate, a global trend towards
higher atmospheric evaporative demands (AED) is expected due to the combined effect
of a temperature rise [2] and the decrease in relative humidity over land given stronger
land–ocean contrasts [3]. As a result, worse drought conditions could occur, with more
severe environmental/agricultural and hydrological droughts [4–6]. Therefore, a better
understanding of this phenomenon is of major interest in the planning and management of
natural resources [7].
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From a meteorological point of view, droughts can be understood as a temporary
reduction in the amount of precipitation related to long-term average conditions [8]. If
this reduction persists over time, it may lead to other drought types, such as environmen-
tal/agricultural, hydrological, or socioeconomic droughts [9,10]. A common approach to
identify meteorological droughts is the use of standardized indices. Among all of them,
the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI, [11]) is a drought indicator recommended by
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) to monitor droughts, mainly due to its
multiscalar character [12]. It allows the identification of different drought types, and it is
simple to compute, statistically robust, and easy to interpret. However, the SPI is based
solely on precipitation data, and therefore does not consider the effect of the possible
increase of the AED as a consequence of anthropogenic forcing. As an alternative, the Stan-
dardized Precipitation-Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI, [13]), with the same characteristics
as the SPI, uses a climatic water balance, which is the difference between precipitation (i.e.,
water supply) and AED (i.e., water demand). Thus, the SPEI takes into account the tem-
perature changes, particularly during periods of precipitation deficits over water-limited
regions [14].

Although these indices have the advantage of being comparable between areas in-
dependently of the average magnitude of the meteorological variables involved in calcu-
lations, they strongly depend on the period selected to calibrate the index [15]. This fact
was evidenced by Um et al. [16], who examined the effect of using different periods on the
calibration of the SPEI to estimate current drought conditions for different regions across
the world. They found that drought characteristics, such as the trend, frequency, severity,
or spatial extent, are affected by the selected reference period, in particular the drought
severity and spatial extent, and especially in regions with clear dry trends. Such influence
could be even more notorious when projecting drought conditions for the future, especially
in regions where the impact of climate change on drought-related variables is expected
to be stronger (i.e., hot-spot regions) and for the distant future when such changes are
expected to be more significant.

Another related issue in this regard is the use of self-calibrated indices (indices com-
puted using the same period for the calibration and estimation of the values) versus the
use of relative indices (indices estimated related to a specific calibration period and the
parameters obtained are used to calculate the index over other periods). Self-calibrated
indices are the most common practice to project drought conditions using standardized
drought indices. For instance, Potopová et al. [17] projected drought conditions for the
Czech Republic by the estimation of the SPI and SPEI in their self-calibrated version. In the
same way, Spinoni et al. [18] projected drought conditions over Europe using a hybrid indi-
cator based on the SPI, SPEI, and the RDI (Reconnaissance Drought Index). For the latter
study, the authors justified the use of self-calibrated indices with the fact that more robust
conclusions can be drawn when a longer period is considered. However, this approach
could provide inaccurate values in regions with pronounced trends in drought-related
variables. In other words, under strong drying trends, the drought index at the begin-
ning of the period would present mostly positive values, and at the end, it would have
essentially negative values [16,19]. For relative indices, the parameters of the distribution
are firstly estimated for a recent past (or historical) period, then future drought indices
are obtained in reference to such distribution parameters. This method has also been
widely used (e.g., [20–24]) and has the advantage that future and recent past conditions are
comparable. However, this method could result in values below the parameter of origin
of the distributions when the future conditions present values that do not occur in the
present [19,21], making the estimation of the index mathematically unsolvable. Recently,
Vicente-Serrano et al. [19] have proposed an additional approach to solve this problem
based on the use of self-calibrated indices, along with a correction of the SPEI values after
computing the indices.

In this framework, this study aims to explore differences between drought projections
obtained from self-calibrated indices and those from the relative ones for the Iberian
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Peninsula (IP). The IP, as a part of the Mediterranean area, is considered as a region
especially vulnerable to climate change [25–27], and in which an increase of drought
severity is projected [28]. This aspect makes the IP an excellent area to explore the impact of
using different approaches to project drought conditions, as dramatic changes in drought-
related variables such as precipitation, temperature, soil moisture, or evapotranspiration
are expected for the future in this region [29–32].

For that, climate data from regional climate simulations within the European Co-
ordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (EURO-CORDEX [33]) have been
used to compute the SPEI. In this regard, authors such as [27,34] have highlighted the
necessity of performing the analysis of droughts at a regional scale. This is especially
true for regions with a highly variable precipitation regime, such as the IP, where RCMs
have shown an added value with respect to their boundary conditions to characterize
drought conditions [35]. The use of an ensemble reduces part of the uncertainties because it
uses climate data from different RCMs, driven by different global climate models (GCMs).
Moreover, uncertainties associated with the use of climate data with different resolutions
are avoided, as the selected simulations were run at the same spatial resolution. The
analysis focused on the changes in drought characteristics for two different periods, the
near (2020–2049) and the distant (2070–2099) future. The paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 describes the data and methods applied in the study, Section 3 is devoted to
describing the results, Section 4 discusses the main findings of this work, and Section 5
presents our main conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Regional Climate Simulations

Monthly precipitation and maximum and minimum temperatures from 16 EUR-11
simulations within the EURO-CORDEX initiative (http://www.cordex.org (accessed on 20
May 2020)) were selected to compute the SPEI. These simulations have been widely used
to assess the impact of climate change over Europe [36,37], showing good performance for
the present [38,39] and with data available at different spatial and temporal resolutions for
recent past and future conditions.

Table 1 shows the GCM-RCM simulations chosen for this study. This selection was
based on the availability of data in 2020 and on the maximum number of RCMs forced
by the same GCMs. In this way, we obtained a multi-model mean with all members
having the same weight in the ensemble. Additionally, all ensemble members have the
same geographical configuration, and therefore the same coordinates. Consequently,
interpolations, which are a source of uncertainty, were not required.

Table 1. Ensemble members used in this study.

Experiment Member RCM GCM GCM Runs

ENS01 RCA4 CNRM-CM5 r1i1p1
ENS02 RCA4 EC-EARTH r12i1p1
ENS03 RCA4 HadGEM2-ES r1i1p1
ENS04 RCA4 MPI-ESM-LR r1i1p1
ENS05 CCLM4-8-17 CNRM-CM5 r1i1p1
ENS06 CCLM4-8-17 EC-EARTH r12i1p1
ENS07 CCLM4-8-17 HadGEM2-ES r1i1p1
ENS08 CCLM4-8-17 MPI-ESM-LR r1i1p1
ENS09 HIRHAM5 CNRM-CM5 r1i1p1
ENS10 HIRHAM5 EC-EARTH r12i1p1
ENS11 HIRHAM5 HadGEM2-ES r1i1p1
ENS12 HIRHAM5 MPI-ESM-LR r1i1p1
ENS13 RACMO22E CNRM-CM5 r1i1p1
ENS14 RACMO22E EC-EARTH r12i1p1
ENS15 RACMO22E HadGEM2-ES r1i1p1
ENS16 RACMO22E MPI-ESM-LR r1i1p1

http://www.cordex.org
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For this analysis, only data for the region covering the IP and the Balearic Islands
(Figure 1) were considered under the RCP8.5 scenario [40]. This scenario corresponds to
the highest greenhouse gas (GHG) emission scenario with a radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m2

by the end of the 21st century in relation to pre-industrial conditions.

Figure 1. Digital elevation map for the study region with the main topographical features.

AED was approximated using the Hargreaves equation [41], which has shown an
appropriate behavior for the IP [42]. We adopted this method instead of directly using
AED from the RCM-GCM simulations mainly due to data availability, as a large part of the
EURO-CORDEX simulations did not provide this variable among the outputs available.

2.2. Drought Indices Computation

The SPEI was computed at 3- and 12-month timescales for each grid point over land
covering the entire domain and for each simulation included within the ensemble using
the SPEI R package [43].

The 3-month timescale was selected to detect drought episodes at a relatively short
timescale, corresponding to meteorological droughts [8]. On the other hand, the 12-month
timescale was also considered since it more clearly reflects long-term trends, and therefore
a greater impact of using the different methods to compute the indices is expected. At a
12-month timescale, the water balance for each new month has a smaller impact on the
total amount, with the predominance of the long-term trend response [11]. Furthermore,
this timescale provides new and valuable information for the study of hydrological and
agricultural drought episodes [44,45], which is of great relevance for the development of
adaptation and mitigation strategies.

The SPEI was calculated according to the log-logistic distribution [13] using three
different approaches:

1. Self-calibrated SPEI (scSPEI): The entire period (1980–2099) was used for the calibra-
tion and estimation of the drought indices.

2. Relative SPEI (rSPEI): The drought indices for the recent past (1980–2009) and future
periods (2020–2049 and 2070–2099) were estimated separately. First, the distribution
parameters were obtained only by taking the time series in the recent past. Then,
the SPEI for each future period was estimated related to the recent-past distribution
parameters. To avoid extremely low/high values in the future due to pronounced
changes between periods, the methodology proposed by García-Valdecasas Ojeda
et al. [28] was followed. Therefore, the indices were re-categorized according to
a range of values (Table 2). Thus, SPEI values lower than −2, were considered
extreme drought, and a value of −2 was assigned; severe droughts (−1.5) were
considered when the SPEIs were between −2 and −1.5. SPEI values lower than −1
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but higher than −1.5 were established as drought (−1). Finally, wet conditions (1)
were categorized for indices that showed SPEI values above 0.

3. Double standardized SPEI (dsSPEI): Self-calibrated indices were corrected by stan-
dardizing them with respect to the recent past period following Equation (1). As
the SPEI series follow a normal standard distribution, the average (µ1980–2009) and
standard deviation (σ1980–2009) were used to guarantee that the SPEI values in the
recent past period have an average equal to zero and standard deviation equal to one.

dsSPEI′ =
scSPEIi–µ1980–2009

σ1980–2009
(1)

Table 2. Drought categories for the study of drought events.

SPEI Values Drought Category Conditions

SPEI ≤ −2 −2 Extreme Drought
−2 < SPEI ≤ −1.5 −1.5 Severe Drought
−1.5 < SPEI ≤ −1 −1 Drought
−1 < SPEI ≤ 0 −0.5 Near normal

SPEI > 0 1 Wet

2.3. Estimation of Drought Characteristics and Statistical Analyses

A comparison between the different approaches has been made in terms of drought-
related characteristics. As a first step, time series of drought events were obtained for each
method and period. For that, a drought event was considered as the period between the
onset and the end, with the onset being when near-normal/wet conditions are followed by
drought conditions (i.e., SPEIs below −1, see Table 2) for at least two consecutive months.
Similarly, the event ends when the index recovers values above 0 (i.e., wet conditions).

Then, the time series of drought events were used to determine the duration (D),
frequency (F), the percentage of time spent in drought (T), and spatial extent, in both recent
past and future conditions. To this end, duration is defined as the number of months in
drought events, while frequency is considered to be the number of events per decade. The
time spent in drought is the number of total months under drought conditions divided by
the number of months within the corresponding period. Additionally, the spatial extent is
determined by the percentage of grid points under drought related to the total number of
grid points covering the IP.

Once the different drought characteristics for each ensemble member were computed,
the ensemble mean was computed, thus basing the study on average values for the multi-
model ensemble. To analyze the spatial extent, the concept of flow duration curve, widely
used in hydrological studies, has been adopted here. To do this, time series of spatial extent
for each model within the ensemble were ranked in descending order, and then the average
was computed to obtain the ensemble mean of the areal extent–duration curve.

As a first part of the study, we explored the recent past performance of drought
characteristics derived from both drought indices estimated using the period 1980–2009 as
reference period and those calibrated with the period 1980–2099 in order to see differences
between them. For the sake of simplicity, recent past indices were denoted using the
acronym of the method they came from (rSPEI for indices that use the period 1980–2009 as
reference, and scSPEI for those that were calibrated with the period 1980–2099, Table 3).
As the re-standardization of the scSPEI concerning the mean and standard deviation of
the recent past (i.e., the dsSPEI method) led to SPEI records very similar to those obtained
from the rSPEI, this first analysis was centered on the results from the scSPEI and rSPEI.
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Table 3. Definition of the methods to estimate the drought conditions.

Description Self-Calibrated SPEI Relative SPEI Double
Standardized SPEI

Acronyms
3-months 3-scSPEI 3-rSPEI 3-dsSPEI

12-months 12-scSPEI 12-rSPEI 12-dsSPEI
Calibration period 1980–2099 1980–2009 1980–2099

Then, differences between the three methods (scSPEI, rSPEI, and dsSPEI) in projecting
drought conditions were explored through the changes of drought characteristics for
both the near (2020–2049) and distant (2070–2099) future related to the recent past period
(1980–2009).

3. Results
3.1. Drought Conditions for the Recent Past

Figure 2 shows the multi-model ensemble mean of drought frequency for the indices
scSPEI and rSPEI computed at 3- and 12-month timescales for the recent past period.
Overall, both methods showed a greater number of events at a shorter timescale. However,
some differences can be found between methods. While the indices calibrated with the
whole period (scSPEI) were affected by a certain northwest-southeast gradient, the rSPEI
presented a scattered spatial pattern. Moreover, drought events were obtained with less
frequency with the scSPEI but showing a greater range of magnitude in their values (values
from around 2.5 to 6.0 (0.5–2.5) events per decade for the scSPEI at 3-month (12-month)
timescale, and between 6.0 and 7.5 (2.0 and 3.0) for the rSPEI at 3-month (12-month)
timescale). The scSPEI revealed a near absence of drought events, on average, for the recent
past period, particularly for indices computed at 12-month timescale and over dry regions,
such as the southeastern IP.

Figure 2. Multi-model ensemble mean of drought frequency (F, expressed in events per decade)
for indices computed at both 3- and 12-month timescales for the recent past for (a) scSPEI (using
1980–2099 as reference period), and (b) rSPEI (with 1980–2009 as reference period).

Interestingly, significant differences between methods were also found from the dif-
ferent models included within the ensemble (Supplementary Figures S2–S5). The scSPEI
presented a higher inter-model variability, particularly for indices computed at the 12-
month timescale. Furthermore, for this method, the results showed more similarities
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between the ensemble members driven by the same GCM. For example, the RCMs driven
by the HadGEM2-ES revealed extremely low frequencies, especially in the southernmost IP,
with the ENS07 (CCLM4-8-17-HadGEM2-ES) showing no events for practically all the IP.
In contrast, the rSPEI presented more homogeneous values between models with generally
higher frequencies, especially for the 3-rSPEI.

The mean drought duration was characterized by being greater at longer timescales
(Figure 3). The 3-rSPEI showed more prolonged events than the 3-scSPEI (values ranging
approximately from 3.1 to 4.7 months for the 3-scSPEI and between 4.3 and 5 months for
the 3-rSPEI), with differences between methods being more apparent in the southernmost
part of the peninsula. That is, the 3-scSPEI showed a certain north-south gradient in
its mean drought duration, while the 3-rSPEI presented the longest events in different
regions across the IP. For the latter method, moreover, the range of values was more
homogenous. Similar results were derived from indices computed at 12-months (events
of between five and 15 months and around 14 months for the 12-scSPEI and the 12-rSPEI,
respectively), but for this timescale, the spatial patterns of the 12-scSPEI and 12-rSPEI were
more similar. The inter-model variability presented similar behavior to the frequency, but
the variations between models were less pronounced, at least at three months (results
not shown). Additionally, the methods were also different in their frequency–duration
relationship. For the scSPEI, the events were more frequent in those regions where they
were also the longest. The rSPEI, however, showed the opposite pattern for a large area,
with the shortest events in regions where the events were also more frequent.

Figure 3. Multi-model ensemble mean of the mean drought duration (D, expressed in months) for
indices computed at 3- and 12-month timescales for the recent past for (a) scSPEI (using 1980–2099 as
reference period), and (b) rSPEI (with 1980–2009 as reference period).

The areal extension–duration curves for the recent past are displayed in Figure 4.
These represent the time during which the area under drought is likely to equal (or exceed)
a specified value determined by the y-axis. For example, the horizontal dashed line in
Figure 4a (3-scSPEI) indicates that at least 50% of the IP was affected by drought conditions
during 7.2% of the time (vertical dashed line) in the period 1980–2009 according to the en-
semble mean. Thus, the rSPEI method appears to indicate more severe drought conditions
than the scSPEI, especially for the indices computed at 12-month timescale (Figure 4). For
50% of the period, the 3-scSPEI indicates an area under drought of at least 4%, while the
3-rSPEI showed a value of about 17% of the spatial extent. Similarly, drought extensions
were at least 2% and 21% during the half of the recent past for the 12-scSPEI and 12-rSPEI,
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respectively. For this characteristic, more discrepancies between models were again shown
for the scSPEI.

Figure 4. Areal extent-duration curves for indices computed at 3- and 12-month timescales for the
recent past for (a) scSPEI (using 1980–2099 as reference period), and (b) rSPEI (with 1980–2009 as
reference period).

The results from the recent past, therefore, revealed strong differences in the estimation
of the SPEI depending on the period used for calibration. The rSPEI indicated more severe
drought conditions than the scSPEI. However, the latter method produces a number of
events that is not realistic according to the probability of occurrence of the thresholds
applied in our drought-event definition (z = −1 and z = 0 for the onset and the end of the
events, respectively). Namely, the standardized normal distribution indicates that SPEI
values defined here as drought are expected to occur with a relative frequency from 0.16 to
0.50. This fact was corroborated by the percentage of time spent in drought (Supplementary
Figure S1). Whereas the rSPEI was under drought, on average for all the IP, during around
30% of the time, the scSPEI showed drought events approximately during 10% of the
recent past in a large part of the IP, even reaching values close to 0% in the southeastern IP
for the scSPEI computed at the 12-month timescale. Therefore, this suggests that future
characteristics from scSPEI should not be expressed relative to its recent past.

3.2. Drought Conditions for the near Future

Changes in drought characteristics for the near future (2020–2049) are displayed in this
section. Relative changes (future minus recent past divided by recent past) were expressed
by dividing by the ‘actual values’ from the recent past (i.e., those from the rSPEI in the
previous section) to make the changes comparable between methods. Note that throughout
the text the term ‘difference’ is used to highlight how different the methods are. However,
the differences between periods, i.e., future and recent past, are indicated as ‘changes’.

Figure 5 shows the multi-model ensemble mean of the relative changes of frequency.
In order to summarize the number of figures, the three methods (scSPEI, rSPEI, and
dsSPEI), as well as the two timescales (3- and 12-month), are represented in this figure. The
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dashed areas display the regions where fewer than 12 models (75%) coincide in the sign
of the change represented by the ensemble mean. Overall, slight increases in the number
of events are likely to occur in most of the IP for the near future. At three months, all
methods showed changes in a similar range of magnitude but with slightly different spatial
distributions. The 3-rSPEI and 3-dsSPEI, in a very similar way, indicated the maximum
increases (values up to 35%) over the Northern Plateau. The 3-scSPEI, however, appeared
to show slightly higher increases, which reached values over 35%, mainly in the southeast
and at the southernmost tip of the IP.

Figure 5. Relative changes in the drought frequency (∆F, %) for the near future (2020–2049) related to the recent past
(1980–2009) for the three methods analyzed (scSPEI, rSPEI, and dsSPEI) and at both timescales (3- and 12-month). The
dashed areas indicate that less than 12 models agree in the sign of the changes with the ensemble mean.

The differences between methods were more pronounced at the 12-month timescale
(Figure 5, second row). The 12-scSPEI showed a generalized increase with maximum
values (around 50%) over the Ebro River Valley, southeastern IP, the central border between
Spain and Portugal, and over the Northern Plateau, whereas the 12-rSPEI and 12-dsSPEI
indicated changes that are more moderate. For these latter methods, the maximum increases
compared to the recent past were around 35%, mainly over northwestern and southeastern
IP. Unlike the three months, the intra-model variability was different between methods
for this longer timescale. The 12-scSPEI presented a good agreement between models for
a large part of the domain, but the 12-rSPEI and 12-dsSPEI revealed higher intra-model
variability with fewer than 12 models in agreement with the ensemble mean in the sign of
the changes for most of the IP.

Regards duration, the drought events were also, on average, longer than in the recent
past in most of the IP at both timescales and regardless of the method used to estimate
drought conditions (Figure 6). Such changes demonstrated reasonable agreement between
ensemble members for indices at three months. For this timescale, the events lasted longer
for the rSPEI and dsSPEI, at least over the southern and eastern IP. In these regions, changes
in relation to the recent past were above 50%. At the 12-month timescale, the changes
were more marked (increases above 120%), with events lasting up to twice as long as in
the recent past, mainly in mountains over the east (i.e., the Baetic System and the Iberian
System) as well as in the southern border between Spain and Portugal for the 12-rSPEI
and dsSPEI. For the 12-scSPEI, longer events than in the recent past were also found, but it
showed only increases greater than 100% in the Iberian System.
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Figure 6. As Figure 5, but for the mean drought duration (∆D, %).

Changes in the percentage of time spent in droughts (∆T) are displayed in Figure 7.
These are expressed as differences (future minus recent past), as this value is already a
percentage by itself. Changes in frequency and duration resulted in increases in ∆T, which
were more pronounced, in general, for the rSPEI and dsSPEI than for the scSPEI. At 3-
month timescale, the highest changes appeared over the southernmost IP when the 3-rSPEI
and 3-dsSPEI reached increases compared to the recent past up to 25% over the Baetic
System (the mountainous region in southwestern IP). In this region, the 3-scSPEI, which
was around 10% on average for all IP, reached values around 15%. At 12-months, the rSPEI
and dsSPEI presented ∆T spatial patterns similar to ∆D, suggesting that the increases in
drought conditions may be more associated with increases in the mean drought duration
rather than frequency. In addition, indices computed with these methods appeared to be
affected, at least partially, by the topography, with maximum values over mountainous
ranges, especially over the Mediterranean façade (∆T increases of around 35%). For the
12-scSPEI, however, the pattern of change was slightly different, showing increases of
about 12% in most of IP. Here, the maximum ∆T values occurred over the Iberian System,
Central System, and the Ebro River Valley.

Figure 7. Changes (future minus recent past) in the percentage of time spent in droughts (∆T, %) for the three methods
analyzed (scSPEI, rSPEI, and dsSPEI) and at both timescales (3- and 12-month) for the near future. The dashed areas indicate
that less than 12 models agree in the sign of the changes with the ensemble mean.
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Figure 8 shows the areal extension-duration curves for all ensemble members and for
the ensemble mean for the near future. In this figure, the grey-shaded area represents the
difference between the ensemble mean from the corresponding recent past (grey line) and
that from the near future (black line). In general, few changes with respect to the recent past
were found for indices computed at three months in all methods, but these were slightly
higher for the 3-rSPEI and 3-dsSPEI, as shown by the area enclosed by the ensemble
means from the recent past and the near future. For indices computed at 12 months,
changes related to the recent past were larger, especially for the 12-rSPEI and 12-dsSPEI.
Furthermore, for this time scale, differences were also found along the curves. For the
largest areal extensions (values corresponding to 0–25% of the time), changes related to
the recent past were higher for the 12-scSPEI, as evidenced by the larger area enclosed
by the near future and recent-past ensemble mean curves. However, for the part of the
curve corresponding to 51–100% of the period, more pronounced changes were found
for the 12-rSPEI and 12-dsSPEI. Concerning the intra-model variability, the rSPEI and
dsSPEI appeared to show higher discrepancies between models, at least for indices at the
3-month timescale.

Figure 8. Areal extension-duration curves for all ensemble members and the ensemble mean for the
near future. The timescales are displayed in rows and the different methods in columns. The gray
line indicates the ensemble mean for the recent past. The grey-shaded areas represent the difference
between the ensemble mean of the two different periods.

3.3. Drought Conditions for the Far Future

This section displays the projected changes of drought characteristics for the far future
(2070–2099) related to the recent past (1980–2009) to see if differences between methods
persist and the values of these differences.

Changes in frequency for the distant future were different depending on the method
adopted to analyze this characteristic (Figure 9). For the 3-scSPEI, a generalized increase
in frequency was found, reaching change values related to recent past up to 80% over
southeastern IP. For this method, the ensemble members presented good concordance
with the ensemble mean in the sign of the changes, with more than 12 models indicating
increases in drought frequency. The 3-rSPEI and the 3-dsSPEI also revealed events that
occurred more frequently (around 20%) than in the recent past over the northernmost
part of the peninsula. However, these values were lower than in the scSPEI. Moreover,
for the 3-rSPEI and 3-dsSPEI, higher discrepancies between models were shown in the
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southernmost part, where the ensemble mean indicated slight increases (or even decreases)
in drought frequency. At 12 months, the differences were even more notable. The 12-scSPEI
again showed overall increases, with values of around 50%, on average. In contrast, the
12-rSPEI and 12-dsSPEI indicated both decreases (up to 60% in the southernmost) and
increases (up to 30% in coastal areas in the northwestern and northeastern IP). For these
two methods, discrepancies in the sign of the changes were shown concerning the ensemble
mean for more than four ensemble members.

Figure 9. Relative changes in the ensemble mean of the drought frequency (∆F, %) between the far future (2070–2099) and
recent past (1980–2009) for the three methods analyzed (scSPEI, rSPEI, and dsSPEI) and at both timescales (3- and 12-month).
The dashed areas indicate that less than 12 models agree with the ensemble mean in the sign of the changes.

The IP is likely to undergo a highlighted increase in mean drought duration, especially
for indices at 12 months (Figure 10). All the methods revealed more apparent increases
at both timescales than in the near future. Furthermore, for this period, the scSPEI, rSPEI,
and dsSPEI showed similar spatial patterns, with increases in duration according to a
northwest–southeast gradient. The changes also appeared to be influenced, at least in
part, by the topography, with a higher rising trend at high-altitude. However, increases
in drought duration were higher for the rSPEI and dsSPEI than for the scSPEI in many
regions. At the 3-month timescale, flat regions over the north and coastal areas in the
northeastern IP showed changes with similar magnitude in all methods. Nonetheless, for
the southern IP, especially its mountainous region, the differences between methods were
larger, showing changes up to 170% for 3-scSPEI and increasing by more than 200% for
3-rSPEI and 3-dsSPEI. Similar conclusions can be drawn for indices at 12 months, but the
differences here were even higher over larger regions (changes related to the recent past up
1000% for the rSPEI and dsSPEI, and up to 700% for scSPEI).

Therefore, more severe drought conditions compared to the recent past were found for
all methods. Nonetheless, the scSPEI indicated increases in frequency and mean duration
of drought events, and the rSPEI and dsSPEI revealed that the droughts are likely to
be more severe, mainly due to long-lasting drought events. Thus, the scSPEI indicated
similar behaviors for frequency and duration (when the frequency increased the duration
also increased), but the rSPEI and dsSPEI showed the opposite behavior (the higher the
frequency increase, the shorter the events).

The percentage of time spent in drought indicated very similar values for all methods
with common changes related to the recent past in a range from about 10% (over coastal
areas in the northernmost IP) and 60% (mainly in the Baetic System) for indices computed
at the 3-month timescale (Figure 11). Indices computed at 12 months, however, indicated
that the percentage of time under drought was finally slightly greater for the 12-scSPEI
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than for the other two methods (maximum values of change around 75% for the 12-scSPEI
and 65% for the 12-rSPEI and the 12-dsSPEI).

Figure 10. As Figure 9, but for the mean drought duration (∆D, %).

Figure 11. Changes (future minus recent past) in the percentage of time spent in droughts (∆T, %) for the three methods
analyzed (scSPEI, rSPEI, and dsSPEI) and at both timescales (3- and 12-month) for the far future. The dashed areas indicate.

The area under drought was also projected to increase compared to the recent past
condition for all methods (Figure 12), especially at the 12-month timescale. However,
the changes were slightly larger for the scSPEI, and in particular for indices computed at
12-months, as shown by the difference between the ensemble mean from the far future and
the recent past. In addition, there were also differences depending on the part of the curve
analyzed; for the largest drought areal-extent (part of the curve corresponding to 0–50% of
the time), changes were more pronounced for the scSPEI at both timescales. For example,
for the recent past, and at three months, areas under drought were at least 60.13%, 83.67%,
and 83.77% during 5% of the time for 3-scSPEI, 3-rSPEI, and 3-dsSPEI, respectively. For the
same fraction of time, but for the distant future, areas under drought were (following the
same order) 97.12%, 99.08%, and 99.03%. The latter means that the differences between
periods are around 37% for the 3-scSPEI and 15% for the 3-rSPEI and 3-dsSPEI. In contrast,
the lowest drought extensions (part of the curve corresponding to 50–100% of the period)
appeared longer for the 3-rSPEI and the 3-dsSPEI. Similarly, differences of 65.43%, 15.57%,
and 15.58% for drought extensions corresponding to 5% of the period were found for the 12-
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scSPEI, 12-rSPEI, and 12-dsSPEI, respectively. In contrast, for the lowest ones, the opposite
behavior appeared (e.g., differences of 41.57%, 64.90%, and 66.64% for 75% of the period for
the 12-scSPEI, the 12-rSPEI, and the 12-dsSPEI, respectively). Additionally, discrepancies
between the ensemble members appeared larger for rSPEI and dsSPEI, especially at a
12-month timescale.

Figure 12. Areal extent-duration curves for all ensemble members and the ensemble mean for the
far future. The gray line indicates the ensemble mean for the corresponding recent past period. The
grey-shaded areas represent the difference between the ensemble mean of the different periods.

4. Discussion

This study focuses on analyzing the effect of using different approaches to project
drought characteristics using standardized drought indices-based methods widely applied
in climate studies. To do this, a comparison between self-calibrated indices (scSPEI) and
those computed concerning the recent past (rSPEI and dsSPEI) was carried out.

The study was based on a multi-model ensemble of 16 EURO-CORDEX simulations
to estimate the SPEI at 3- and 12-timescales. Ensemble-mean drought characteristics from
EURO-CORDEX are able to characterize the drought conditions over the IP in the recent
past, showing very similar values of frequency and mean duration of drought events at both
timescales to the rSPEI indices of García-Valdecasas Ojeda et al. [28], which were computed
from temperature and precipitation observations using 1980–2010 as calibration period.

The assessment of current drought conditions based on standardized indices is
strongly affected by the calibration period [16,20,46,47]. This fact has been corroborated in
our results. Drought characteristics from indices computed using the period 1980–2009
(rSPEI) showed more severe drought conditions than those estimated using the period
1980–2099 (scSPEI). However, values from scSPEI are sometimes unrealistic according to
the probability of occurrence from the normal standard distribution. This aspect was clearly
shown by the percentage of time spent in drought, especially at 12 months (Supplementary
Figure S1), and by the absence of drought events that occurred for a large part of the IP
in several ensemble members using the 12-scSPEI (Supplementary Figure S4). Hence, the
recent past scSPEI values should not be used to study the evolution of drought characteris-
tics. However, it is important to highlight that short calibration periods could influence
the estimation of future droughts in case of the selection of a recent past characterized
by frequent and severe droughts [15,44]. Our reference period for the rSPEI and dsSPEI
could indeed be short for calibrating the SPEI (period < 50 years), but if we want to take a
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period that is least affected by the emission scenario [48], there is no possibility of using
a much longer period as a part of the EURO-CORDEX simulations begin in 1970. In this
regard, we could expand the recent past period to 1970–2009, but this temporal expansion
did not result in significant differences with the results presented here, being even more
severe in its drought characteristics (results not shown). In any case, the period used here
accounted for 30 years of continuous data, as was recommended by McKee et al. [11],
avoiding fluctuations inherent in the climate [49].

The results from the recent past also revealed differences between methods in the
spatial patterns of the drought characteristics. This could be due to the nature of these
characteristics. That is, for the rSPEI, calibration and estimation were performed using the
same period. The latter theoretically means that dry and wet records occur with the same
frequency (the SPEI follows a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation
1). This aspect, along with the drought frequency-duration relationship (frequency and
duration have opposite behaviors), makes that when the mean duration decreases, the
frequency increases, and vice versa. For the scSPEI, the calibration period is longer, with
the recent past being part of the total period. Moreover, it is affected by a drying trend,
especially at the end of the century. Hence, an imbalance in the frequency of dry and wet
records occurs with a lower frequency of drought events in the recent past. This fact can
cause that the drought frequency-duration relationship is not appreciated when we use the
scSPEI to evaluate the recent past drought conditions.

Concerning drought projections, all methods evidenced that the IP could experience
a progressive increase in drought conditions throughout the 21st century. Our results
from the scSPEI agree with other studies carried out using self-calibrated indices. Spinoni
et al. [18] analyzed projections in drought conditions for the European territory using
bias-corrected EURO-CORDEX simulations to estimate a hybrid drought indicator. They
found increases in drought frequency, especially at the end of the century for indices at
the 12-month timescale. Naumann et al. [50], who studied changes in global drought
conditions under different warming scenarios, found that droughts could be 5–10 times
more frequent for southern Europe. Similarly, Lehner et al. [51] pointed out Mediterranean
Europe as a region with an elevated risk of suffering consecutive drought years through
the use of the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI).

Our results using the rSPEI and dsSPEI also agree with other studies using relative in-
dices. Marcos-Garcia et al. [23] found that, at the end of the century, extremely long drought
events are likely to occur according to the SPEI at 12 months at different points in the Júcar
River Basin, a main Mediterranean watershed in the IP. Guerreiro et al. [21], assessing the
risk of megadrought in the Duoro, Tagus, and Guadiana (three of the main river basins
on the IP) by using a GCM-CMIP5 ensemble, found that most of the models projected
extreme multi-year droughts by the end of the century. In this way, García-Valdecasas
Ojeda et al. [28] studied drought conditions over the IP by applying re-categorized rela-
tive drought indices. In that study, significant increases in the 12-SPEI were also found
for a large part of the IP. Our results also indicate that the application of a subjective
re-categorization and the use of a double standardization lead to similar results. Note
that the dsSPEI method also projects drought conditions in relation to the recent past but
solving mathematical problems that may appear in the index estimation.

The results also indicated that the estimation of the SPEI contemplating both recent
past and future conditions for calibration could lead to unrealistic results also during the
near future. In fact, in the regions (or models) in which the trends in drought-related
variables are very pronounced at the end of the century, the onset threshold (SPEI < −1)
was not satisfied almost throughout the near future. This fact likely is the reason why
pronounced differences between methods occur for the near future, with the scSPEI in-
dicating a lower percentage of time spent in drought than the rSPEI and dsSPEI in the
southeastern IP (Figure 7). Relative methods, however, projects drought conditions using a
wetter climate as reference, with time series thus shifted toward lower SPEIs. Therefore,
the probability of consecutive years under drought for the far future is higher in these
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methods, with the end threshold (SPEI > 0) being rarely satisfied (i.e., continuous dry
spells) in this period. In any case, if we are only interested in the changes between periods,
the conclusions drawn from the far future are, overall, essentially the same. The scSPEI
shows more frequent and longer-lasting droughts, while the rSPEI and dsSPEI indicate
extremely long drought events. However, the difference in the total percentage of time
spent in drought reveals similar change values for all methods. Highlighted increases in
drought frequency may pose tremendous challenges for humans and ecosystems to reduce
the impact of frequent periods with reduced water availability. Prolonged droughts may
cause a change in biodiversity since the natural ecosystems, as we know them today, may
not adapt to these arid conditions. Hence, all methods indicated dramatic increases in
drought conditions in most of the IP suggesting that anthropogenic warming may increase
aridity. The most affected region will be the southeast IP being able to become desert and
(or) showing an increased risk of mega-droughts (droughts that last decades or more).

5. Conclusions

Differences between self-calibrated and relative indices to project drought conditions
depend on the timescale and the period analyzed. The main findings concerning these
differences can be summarized as follows:

For the near future (2020–2049):

• At three months, the rSPEI and dsSPEI showed the most pronounced changes in
drought characteristics according to the spatial extent and percentage of time spent
in drought, which is nearly double compared to the scSPEI in most of the IP. For
these methods, the drought worsening is mainly associated with changes in the mean
drought duration.

• At 12 months, the percentage of the period under drought is up to three times more
for rSPEI and dsSPEI in regions where increases in mean drought duration are highly
pronounced (southeastern IP). For the rest of the IP, where drought duration between
methods is more similar, the frequency is higher for the scSPEI, thus making the
differences between methods more attenuated. Changes in spatial extent are slightly
more pronounced for relative methods.

For the far future (2070–2099):

• At three months, the percentage of the period under drought and the spatial extent
appear to be quite similar for all methods, suggesting overall similar changes in
drought conditions. Nevertheless, the scSPEI points out a worsening associated with
more frequent and longer-lasting drought events, while the rSPEI and dsSPEI reveal
that the southernmost IP would likely be affected by prolonged drought events.

• At 12 months, the percentage of time spent in drought and the spatial extent indicate
that the scSPEI projects the strongest worsening in drought conditions. However,
differences between methods are not high. As for three months, scSPEI shows increases
in frequency and duration, while the rSPEI and sSPEI indicate decreases in frequency
associated with extremely prolonged drought events (events up 1000% longer than in
the recent past) in a large part of the IP.

In summary, we can conclude that the scSPEI, which is a very common approach
to project drought conditions, should be used cautiously, at least for regions especially
vulnerable to the drought phenomenon, such as the IP. The relative approaches (rSPEI and
dsSPEI), however, provide more realistic values according to the simulated precipitation
and AED. In addition, as the rSPEI may lead to infinity values in the time series, we
recommend the dsSPEI approach that does not require additional re-categorizations.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/atmos12080980/s1, Figure S1: Multi-model ensemble mean of the percentage of the period
spent in drought (T) for indices computed at 3- and 12-month timescales for the recent past using the
period (a) 1980–2099 (scSPEI) and (b) 1980–2009 (rSPEI), as reference. Figure S2: Drought frequency
of the different ensemble members from the 3-scSPEI in the recent past. The columns comprise
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the results for RCMs driven by the same GCM. In the same way, in rows results for simulations
completed with the same RCM are shown. Figure S3: As Figure S2, but for the 3-rSPEI. Figure S4:
Drought frequency of the different ensemble members from the 12-scSPEI. The white areas indicate
regions in which an absence of drought events was found. Figure S5: As Figure S4, but for the
12-rSPEI.
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